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As operating costs and resource requirements to 

manage large enterprise systems increase, many

organisations are turning to a Managed Cloud Service 

or Soft ware as a Service (SaaS) model. For

anyone using Maximo, the benefit of moving across to 

a Managed Cloud Service is three-fold. It

reduces risk, creates cost eff iciencies and allows the 

business to focus on day-to-day operations.

Peacock Engineering is an experienced Gold IBM 

Maximo business partner with a strong track record

of providing Managed Cloud Service for over a decade. 

Our dedicated specialists focus solely on

tailoring a Maximo Managed Cloud Service off ering 

that is right for you, whilst continually providing

new innovations designed to enhance the service.

The customer service and support team ensures clients 

view us as a Managed Cloud Service partner

of choice, providing peace of mind around licencing, 

hosting and support. Allowing the experts at

Peacock Engineering to manage the service leaves you 

free to concentrate on your business. At the

core of our Managed Cloud service delivery is excellent 

customer service.

CUSTOMER SERVICES - AT THE CORE OF WHAT WE DO 

Peacock Engineering’s Managed Cloud Service is about 

much more than being just a secure and

reliable hosting and support partner. We bring our 
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innovations such as license management tools,

automated deployments and testing, short term 

Sandbox provision to our cloud customers; all

delivered as part of the service to truly help clients 

transform. We try to integrate and be an extension

of internal teams, and bring our relationships with 

partners such as IBM and Click to the table.

The 24/7 Helpdesk is not purely ticket or incident 

management; our Maximo trained Support Consultants

are proactive in their approach to Customer Service. 

Oft en drawn from the industries we serve, each

team member is given the opportunity to use their 

project and service management skills to deliver

an analytical and methodical investigation to identify 

root-causal factors. Part of their role is to learn

the operations of each client, consult the service 

management agreements and devise Statement of

Works and Purchase orders for minor changes, and 

manage these from start to completion.

We focus on 6 main verticals - FM, Utilities, 

Pharmaceutical, Manufacturing, Transportation and Oil

and Gas. With challenges and priorities diff ering across 

these industries in functional terms, there is

also an increasing importance of non-functional 

requirements like security and service delivery.

RELIABILITY 

A reliable system is essential – which is why our 

primary hosting provider is Rackspace. Their leading

international standard certifications combined with 

our high availability options and load balancing

minimises any disruption by routing traff ic to an 

alternative service source. We can also off er clustered

server architectures for improved scalability. Regular 

backups and disaster recovery mirroring to

replicated environments in separate geographical 

locations, guarantees clients the reliability they need

for compliance.



All hosted production environments carry full 24/7/365 

incident support for any incident or problem

which may cause any kind of unplanned outage or 

unscheduled business disturbance. Incidents such

as system services, server resources, high capacity or 

URL availability are constantly monitored and

any critical severity incidents of unplanned service 

outage are dealt with instantly.

SECURITY

Data security and information control are key drivers 

for successful delivery of our Managed Cloud

Services; all information is access controlled and 

distribution-managed. Rackspace provides ISO27001

certified data centres with the highest available 

bandwidth, physical and geographical redundancy

and resilient DR and backup systems. All client data 

access is tightly controlled through external and

internal vulnerability monitoring. Systems and sub-

systems required to support Maximo (WebSphere,

Database, reporting and integration tools) are also 

monitored for access control and activity monitoring,

with regular audits on access and activity.

We also ensure that your data is GDPR compliant and 

any personal data with a GDPR impact is

anonymised for development purposes and restricted 

where it is required for operational or testing

purposes.

FLEXIBILITY

The benefit of a Managed Cloud Service is the ability to 

flex the service in line with your changing

business needs. The Managed Cloud Service packages 

are tailored to your requirements, providing

you with competitive pricing options. We off er 

Foundation, Advanced and Custom levels of service

which can and do meet the needs of organisations from 

SME’s with a pure cost focus, through to Government 

and Utilities clients with highly stringent security and 

quality requirements. 



Customised options for clients to consider include:

- control over patching and updating of server and OS 

platforms;

- specific regulatory compliance needs;

- log-in and sign-on options (including SSO);

- a range of security access measures (such as 2FA);

- hosting options within the public or private cloud;

- connections required to client data-centres for external 

system integrations;

- dedicated hosting platform requirements.

SCALABILITY 

Scalability is always available in our Managed Cloud 

Service provision and any growth in client business, 

user numbers, complexity or customization can always 

be scaled up appropriately as and where required.

Our Managed Cloud Service provision always starts 

with an initial tuning of the service based on normal 

and peak usage conditions to guarantee that the 

service will always be available and working at optimal 

performance.

The type of Managed Cloud Service contracted to clients 

is tier-based using points such as complexity, size of 

data and records, number of concurrent users, peak 

time load and maximum user capacity.

Any changes to system size, complexity or user numbers 

within your business means the service can change or 

expand while still providing optimal user performance 

and system responsiveness.



AUTOMATED DEPLOYMENT TOOLS

Peacock Engineering has designed and configured an 

automation engine that deploys any Maximo

or Fingertip solution (and corresponding database 

configuration) repeatedly and consistently across

multiple environments - increasing quality and speed in 

deployments, and reducing the possibility for

error in deployment.

SHORT TERM ENVIRONMENTS

Combining the automation engine for deployments and 

technology available from our hosting

providers, we provide unparalleled enabling capabilities 

and cost reductions for customers in DevOps

and Agile; providing short-term environments with any 

configuration of Maximo and Fingertip and the

corresponding data required.

CHANGE AND RELEASE

For end-to-end governance and transparency of 

deployment, testing and sign off , deployments are

managed in the live environment using our Change & 

Release procedure. Record keeping is managed

in our tailored IBM Control Desk & Change & Release 

platform.

THE CONFIGURATION TOOL

The Configuration Tool provides standardization of 

configuration artefacts and deployment automation

to controlled test and production environments, 

removing variability of configuration choices and

ensuring traceability of change to configuration 

artefacts.

LICENCE MANAGER

Our Managed Service customers can request reports 

from Peacock Engineering’s Licence Management

tool which supports all Maximo licence variants and 

provides customers with an accurate understanding

of their compliance and concurrency statistics. This 

reduces the cost and overhead of vendor audits

and unexpected licence compliance shortfalls.

WHY USE MANAGED CLOUD SERVICES FOR YOUR

ENTERPRISE MANAGED SYSTEM?

TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP

The Peacock Engineering Managed Cloud Service 

provides Maximo users with a compelling solution

that reduces costs, minimises risks and creates business 

value. The total cost of ownership provides

a number of benefits:

- Costs savings - no personnel required to support 

system

- Retaining the skills set which are oft en flight risks to a 

business

- Skill set and reliability - Peacock Engineering provides 

the right level of skill at all times

- No issue of scaling the systems - Cloud systems can be 

scaled up appropriately

- Improved benefits for a service that less than an on-

premises solution

Exclusive Tools & Technologies



ONWARDS MAINTENANCE

One of the major factors that any organisation 

considering moving to a Managed Cloud Solution is the

ongoing support and maintenance. This means four 

things:

- the availability of the provisioned solution with 

minimal risk of unplanned downtime and business

disruption (targeted at 99.5% uptime within our SLA);

- the support for incidents (major and minor) to a 

response and resolution time SLA through the inbuilt 

provision of our Extended Support product;

- a schedule of planned and preventative maintenance - 

works to ensure the optimal performance of

both the underpinning platform infrastructure as well as 

the provisioned soft ware product itself to

vendor best practise; and

- a dedicated and specialist customer support service 

that is focused on your business.

EFFICIENCIES

Three key factors why clients choose a Managed Cloud 

Service - cost eff iciency, better resource

utilisation and improved business value. Companies 

who have moved to a cloud managed service

have seen a c.40% reduction in IT costs and up to 20% 

savings on infrastructure spend.

Reducing your costs

Our Managed Cloud Service has been providing a lower 

cost base for almost a decade. In addition

our soft ware purchase model means the cost is spread 

through a lease model.

Resources

Peacock Engineering’s experience, expertise and 

support tools mean that clients are free to develop

more capability in the system or scale back on internal 

resources as required.

Business Value

In addition to removing the cost and complexity of 

supporting Maximo, system issues are also

eliminated, allowing clients to concentrate on 

enhancing their system rather than repairing.

Work eff ectively from remote locations



BIG SIX UTILITY

Peacock Engineering worked with the UK’s largest 

electricity generation business who was undergoing 

a major business transformation with Maximo at the 

heart. The contract comprised a range of business 

improvement and asset management initiatives 

which involved bringing Maximo from 7.5 into the 

current supported version of 7.6.1, whilst moving to 

an integrated managed cloud service. We worked 

collaboratively to develop comprehensive security 

protocols and standards to meet their needs as a Critical 

National Infrastructure operator.

Peacock Engineering provided several controlled 

environments on cloud infrastructure integrated to the 

client’s on-premise systems and hosted by our partner 

Rackspace. Users can access their environments via 

secure VPNs. Comprehensive SLAs were agreed whereby 

Peacock Engineering operate a schedule of planned 

and preventative maintenance works and tasks. This 

ensures that optimum performance, responsiveness and 

capacity is achieved and maintained for users from all of 

the provisioned controlled environments on a continual 

basis. This was an entirely bespoke cloud solution to 

replace a complex and highly integrated infrastructure, 

with all aspects of core and Maximo infrastructure 

provided and captured in a framework agreement to 

allow for growth.

PCI PHARMACEUTICALS (PENN)

PCI required an enterprise asset management solution 

to support their manufacturing operations in the UK, 

which are FDA and EMA regulated. Peacock provided 

the implementation capabilities and ongoing supply of 

Maximo as a Managed Cloud Service. This was Peacock’s 

first implementation of a fully validated cloud solution, 

and continues to deliver a reliable and high performing 

solution to PCI’s manufacturing operations. “Peacock 
Engineering clearly understood our requirements and 
the team was able to demonstrate, from the start, 
that it had the business and technical skills required to 
deliver the project to our specific needs. We will look to 
further develop Maximo so that we can better schedule 
downtime.” Maintenance Manager, Penn Pharmaceuticals

LEADING FM ORGANISATON

This large FM organisation has a complex system with 

multiple integrations to client systems, working in the 

UK and Ireland. They took the opportunity to move 

to a managed cloud service to leverage the Peacock 

Engineering service to reduce outages, provide better 

performance, and enable their skilled internal IT 

resource to focus on other important projects. The move 

to cloud was undertaken as part of an upgrade and 

implementation of Fingertip. 

LEADING FASHION BRAND

A leading fashion brand chose Peacock to implement 

Maximo and Fingertip for Facilities Management at all 

of their UK retail stores. They utilised Peacock’s MCS 

to enable a rapid implementation, and to ease the 

training burden for their IT team. Peacock manage and 

support all aspects of the solution, and provide ongoing 

developments as required by the changing business 

needs.

DHL

DHL required a rapid implementation to hold 

commissioning faults of a major new distribution 

facility. Peacock Engineering’s Managed Cloud Service 

was selected and Maximo was implemented in a 12 

week timeframe. The IT system was supported by 

a cloud service delivery model as this accelerated 

delivery timeframes and reduced the eff ort on a busy 

team. DHL has continued to develop the solution 

and embarked on the second phase of their project, 

to implement Fingertip to support mobile working. 

Peacock Engineering have successfully managed, tuned 

and supported the solution, with no major production 

incidents. “Peacock delivered this project against tight 
timescales, to ensure we had the system available to 
capture commissioning defects. It is now providing the 
benefits we require to keep the facility fully maintained.”
Project Manager, DHL

Case Studies



To find out more please contact us:

Peacock Engineering Ltd

t:  +44(0)20 3356 9629

e:  info@peluk.org

w: peluk.org

Peacock House, Bell Lane Off ice Village, Bell Lane, 

Little Chalfont, Bucks, HP66FA, UK

About Peacock Engineering

Peacock Engineering Ltd was established to deliver 

a diverse range of Asset and Service Management 

solutions to asset intensive industries. 

Our consulting team is made up of long standing 

IBM Maximo professionals, each with an average 

of 12 years’ experience in the product and who, 

together, have amassed over 400 man-years of 

Maximo systems implementation experience. 

From this knowledge and practical application, a 

proven and trusted process-driven methodology 

has emerged. With the methodology in place, the 

ongoing challenge is to improve delivery eff iciency 

and provide aff ordable solutions, using a mix of 

services and systems provisioning models, to meet 

a broad range of industry verticals.

We can also provide bespoke training to your staff  on 

how to use IBM Maximo eff ectively. We can provide 

bespoke training materials to educate your users, via 

live and online tutorials, and multi-media resources.

Fingertip®
 Knowledge where it’s needed

More information


